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26 October 2020

Our Reference:  DMK/MOR/STE039-0003

Linda Fabiani MSP
Convener, Committee on the Scottish Government Handling of Harassment Complaints

Dear Ms Fabiani, 

Further to our letter of 23 October, I write on three further matters.

First to confirm that the material released to you on Friday 23rd provided our client’s legal advice within the 
correspondence released, as well as in the Record, which we agreed should be released. Mr Salmond is a 
private citizen who is under no obligation to release legally privileged documentation. 

However, given the overwhelming public interest in your Committee’s proceedings he waived his rights for these 
specific documents. Our clear advice to Mr Salmond throughout the process was that the Scottish Government 
was acting unlawfully, in a procedurally unfair manner and, as we and our client discovered when documentation 
was eventually released to us, in a manner tainted by apparent bias. 

You will see from the same correspondence that we made repeated efforts to settle this matter by alternatives to 
litigation, but each attempt was rejected. 

Second we enclose a letter written to the Lord Advocate. We have asked him to agree to the release of certain 
materials disclosed to us in advance of the trial, so that he can submit further relevant evidence to your 
Committee. 

Third, our client wishes the Committee to be given access to the documents recovered and the proceedings of 
the Commission on Documents of December 2018. 

This is important in order for the Committee to understand the sequence by which the Government conceded our 
client’s petition. We have written to the Government to secure their agreement and enclosed a copy of this 
correspondence.

Please ensure that this letter and enclosures are available to the Committee for its deliberations on Tuesday 27th 
October.

The latest response from the Scottish Government once again indicates that they are withholding relevant 
materials from you. We are sure that you don’t need to be reminded that your stated remit on the home page of 
your website is: 

‘To consider and report on the actions of the First Minister, Scottish Government officials and special advisers in 
dealing with complaints about Alex Salmond, former First Minister, considered under the Scottish Government’s 
“Handling of harassment complaints involving current or former ministers” procedure and actions in relation to the 
Scottish Ministerial Code.’
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We would once again reiterate that these are all matters we have raised before several times in correspondence. 
Our client has now been put to enormous personal expense in co-operating with this Inquiry from the outset and 
you have failed to address his requests for assistance to allow the relevant documents to be made available and 
to enable you to fulfil your remit. Notwithstanding your continued refusal to address that issue, our client has, 
recognising the overwhelming public interest of the Inquiry, nonetheless spent considerable time and resource 
with us preparing the documents and redacting them to ensure compliance with the law and to meet your 
deadlines. Both we and our client fail to see how it is at all possible for you to fulfil your remit without access to 
that material. 

Yours sincerely 

David McKie 
Levy & McRae 

Enc.
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26 October 2020

Our Reference:  DMK/MOR/STE039-0003

The Lord Advocate 
Crown Office 

Dear Sir

Our client:  Alex Salmond  

This letter follows previous correspondence between us and the Crown. 

As you will know, the Parliamentary Committee have asked our client to submit evidence to its ongoing Inquiry. 

Our client has submitted what he is lawfully able to and which has been approved by the court.

There is additional material which he considers is materially relevant to the remit of the Parliamentary Inquiry but 
which, it would appear, both the Scottish Government and the Scottish National Party have not and are unlikely 
to release. 

Our client feels very strongly that this is an indefensible position for them to take on a Parliamentary Inquiry in 
which the Scottish Government have pledged to provide full cooperation.

The remit of the Inquiry is, according to its own website: ‘To consider and report on the actions of the First 
Minister, Scottish Government officials and special advisers in dealing with complaints about Alex Salmond, 
former First Minister, considered under the Scottish Government’s “Handling of harassment complaints involving 
current or former ministers” procedure and actions in relation to the Scottish Ministerial Code.’ 

You may recall that material was obtained under warrant and disclosed to us as part of the criminal case. As we 
have already indicated, we have not disclosed any disclosure material beyond that which we previously 
discussed with you to the ICO. Our client does not have any of it in his possession. We have kept it secure in our 
systems both in paper and electronic form. 

We disagree with your previous interpretation that you cannot provide consent to release material to us, 
particularly for the purposes of assisting a Parliamentary Inquiry on a matter of overwhelming public interest. That 
view is not simply as a result of the agreed ICO disclosure which was discussed with you in advance by our 
senior counsel, but also because of the precise wording of the standard undertaking letter, which undertakes not 
to disclose any material to the accused or any other party without the express agreement of the Procurator Fiscal 
(paragraph b). Furthermore, there is nothing we have read in s. 162 of the Act which prevents the crown 
disclosing the material.  

On behalf of our client, we therefore seek your agreement or a way forward to allow the material to be released to 
the Committee.
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If you are not prepared to agree to release that material, perhaps you would set out the basis/bases for refusal. 

If you wish us to identify the material which we consider relevant to the remit of the Inquiry, we are happy to do 
so. 

Yours faithfully

David McKie 
Levy & McRae 
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26 October 2020

Our Reference:  DMK/MOR/STE039-0003

Lesley Fraser
Interim DG Organisational Development & Operations 
Scottish Government 

 

Dear Ms Fraser  

Alex Salmond 

Thank you for your email sent at 16:58:21 on 24 October.

The timescale you propose for a response is clearly not adequate for our client to consider this matter and take 
legal advice. The Government have had many months to prepare its submissions to the Parliamentary 
Committee and to allow three working hours to respond is wholly unreasonable. 

Your timeline and description contains a number of material omissions which our client intends to draw to the 
attention of the Committee. 

We are unclear why reference to the criminal charges makes no reference to his acquittal. 

Your submission contains an Annex purporting to be a Note from James Hynd. This document does not appear 
to have been disclosed to us at any stage. That was clearly within the terms of the warrant served on the Scottish 
Government in November 2019. Please provide an explanation for its omission. Our client’s whole rights are 
meantime reserved, including the right to raise this matter with the crown. 

We have copied this letter to the Committee.

Yours sincerely

David McKie 
Levy & McRae
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